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Exoskeleton examples in a sentence

Sentence examples Internal cavities stemmed from faster decomposition of internal organs and musculature than the cuticule of the outer skeleton. The advantage of the inner skeleton is that it allows the animal to grow much larger than in the case of exoskeleton of the arthropod type. Lobster is considered crustaceans,
which means they have a hard outer skeleton or outer skeleton. In these specimens, the outer surface of the outer frame is present, unless complete or partial exfoliation is detected. The antennas are propped up to the rear outer frame near the front lateral corners of the glabella. When the lobster grows, it goes through
a process called molting, when the animal sheds the old exoskeleton and grows a new, larger one. Because of their hard outer frame, they need to moltol or shed their outer frame and make a new one to increase the size. The calied cuticule of decapods includes the animal's hard outer vase and can be divided into four
layers. Nemertines, however, lack a protective cuticle or exoskeleton, as well as stalked eyes, but have a characteristic forever borneo. At ecdysis, the animal casts out the old exoskeleton while absorbing large amounts of water to stretch the new exoskeleton. After ecdysis, the duplicate of exoskeleton kitinos is shed
and a growth band is added to the valves. The ecdysial suture is the area of the arthropod exoskeleton, which splits in two to form the animal during ecdisses. These anomalies are often extra appendages or processes, and are probably most often caused by injury when exoskeleton is soft. The cranidium outer vase
shows small pits in the middle area, pits that are not visible in any of Clark's specimens. Compared to the founding woman, the soldiers have enlarged prothorax and fore femora, reduced wings and antennas, and a pale outer frame. However, there is still the possibility of confusion through the synonym of
dermoskeleton and exoskeleton. The kitinos outer frame is not rigid enough to support the mass of this size. As with all arthropods, the eye surface had to be pruned along with the rest of the hard outer frame. These organisms had cartilaginous internal skeletons and bony external skeletons. Strictly, the outer frame is
limited to keratinous elements such as horns, nails, claws, hairs, feathers, etc. Show More Sentences Instead relies on heavily armored exoskeletons and spikes that effectively increase the size many times over. Malacostracans show the hard, calcgy exoskeleton characteristic of crabs. They distinguish prominent
keeled tergites, and legs from eight segments and are well sclerotised exoskeleton. As their bodies grow in size, crabs fall off their too-small outer vases. The hard parts can be mineralized, such as shells bivalve, or consists of organic matter, such as kitin, that makes up the outer frame of arthropods. The texture of the
thick exoskeleton granulose is well defined. Under the terminal pleateau circulating ecdysteroids are a series of large pulses that appear necessary for the successful ecdysis of the entire exoskeleton. Arthropods are rigid cuticles largely made up of kitin and proteins and form an exoskeleton that may or may not be
further stiffened by calcium carbonate. Many geometric morphometric methods allow for a quantitative approach to exoskeleton morphology, using milestone configurations. Also, hermit crabs often kept pets molt and shed their exoskeleton. Inevitably, all the anger and resentment we feel is contained in some
metaphorical exoskeleton. There is enough articulated material to prove that these animals are agnathans, a bony exoskeleton, and appear to be inhabited in shallow marine environments. Crabs are a class of arthropod strain, a large and important strain that contains animals with segmented bodies, hard exoskeletons
and many articulated feet. The term exoskeleton refers to the hard outer shell found in insects and certain animals such as grasshoppers and crustaceans. It's in those moments that Cory, 35, swaps his wheelchair for a wearable ReWalk exoskeleton. Davis said an exoskeleton requires three to five kilowatts of energy for
a 10- to 12-hour operation. Another strategy for restoring walking is the use of an exoskeleton. The most important concept of an exoskeleton is to restore control for the user. Advanced Warfare also introduces exoskeleton as the largest fundamental movement change in franchise history. Like all arthropods that are
arranged in rigid exoskeleton, the trilobite must be regularly moult or exhaled for growth. Displaying additional sentences The body of crabs is protected by the hard outer frame, which must be moulted to grow the animal. Like other arthropods, crustaceans have an outer skeleton that can grow. In addition, they have a
hardened exoskeleton, which is regularly shed during growth. The functionality of wearable robots helps personal mobility through exoskeleton robots. Lobsters are invertebrate with a hard protective outer frame. The inventors said that the exoskeleton could be used by people whose work requires heavy lifting such as
warehouse workers, movers and couriers. Like other crustaceans, they have an armored exoskeleton, but so small that most species, this thin armor and the whole body are almost completely transparent. This symbiotic link increases the bacteria's ability to survive in an aquatic environment, as exoskeleton provides the
bacterium with carbon and nitrogen. One, like all arachnid, tarantulas have an outer frame. These liquids are then absorbed back into the leaf surface through cuticular holes, leaving only the kitin exoskeleton of larger insects on the leaf surface. Many animals have an exoskeleton that is not made of bone. Examples of
classical literature Some of them, such as the outer frame is highly developed, other such as Iguanodon Iguanodon Exoskeleton is sometimes absent, but usually consists of overlapping cyclidoid or ctenoid scales. Insects do not have an internal skeleton, but in this solid cutiula is an exoskeleton. The body wall of the sea
urchin shows very well the exoskeleton of plates, on which there are movable, strong spikes. Ascidians is an abnormal form of exoskeleton of this type. Whales also belong to the epidermal exoskeleton. Exoskeleton is in the form of cycloidal or rhomboidal scales. The vest features an external cummerbund that is
designed as a low-profile exoskeleton platform to take some or all of the weight off the wearer's shoulders. Accordingly, we have come to consider it practically exoskeleton, and its functions are clearly subordinated to the protoplasm it has dressed. Linnaeus in his Systema naturae (1735) grouped the class Insecta with
all segmented animals with solid exoskeletons and articulated limbs - that is, insects, centipedes, millipedes, crabs, spiders, scorpions and their allies. Exoskeleton The outer cell layer of insects (ectoderm or hypodermis) would, like other arthropods, select a kitinous cuticle, which should be regularly released and
renewed during animal growth. The simplest form of the outer frame is a typical somite with a ring of kitin defined in the rings before and behind the areas with thinner integument forming movable joints, and having a pair of appendages articulated on the ventral surface on both sides of the middle line. In the abdominal
exoskeleton, the segmented structure is very visible, a series of sclerites - back terga and abdominal sterna - are connected by a faint, weakly nitinized cuticle, so significant freedom of movement between the segments is possible. Many beetles make a hissing or chirping sound by rubbing a scraper formed by a sharp
wind or protrusion on part of their outer vase, above a file formed by many delicate spines in an adjacent region. The regions of the cuticle have a markedly segmented arrangement, and the determined hardened pieces (sclerites) of the exoskeleton are closely related along linear seams, or are merged by the less
kitinous and hesitant regions of the cuticle to allow free movement. Despite Ebirah's no superpowers, his powerful pinsets, hard exoskeleton and fast swimming skills make him a formidable enemy. Many corals have a hard exoskeleton made of calcium carbonate. The rigid outer vase of shrimp and shrimp protects the
soft interior structure. Dress in armor, or exoskeleton, should appear on its advantages. Trilobites are an extinct group of arthropods - common exoskeleton animals such as crabs, crabs and lobsters. - A striking feature of hexapoda's food channel, as in other arthropods, foregut and posterior intestine, lined with kitinous
cutiula, continuously with exoskeleton. Molt: the hard exoskeleton that the body can grow or lose thick body hair during warmer seasons. The distinctive feature of arthropods is the exoskeleton kitinos (Barnes, 1987), so teflubenzuron is deadly to all of us. Banana Guard is a hard plastic exoskeleton for bananas to wear
when going into battle in the dangerous world of the lunchbox. The general ectoderm, which on the surface of the body completely lost the ciphers present in the earlier larval stages (planula), and can be naked, or dressed in cuticle or exoskeleton, the perisarc (ps), which in the simplest state a kitinus membrane is
excreted from the ectoderm. Usually there are two types of exoskeleton, characterized by the two main divisions of the Hydroidea. However, crustaceans are very successful marine animals that cumbersome dress armor, or exoskeleton, should show its advantages. The word usage examples above were collected from
a variety of sources to reflect current and historial usage. They do not YourDictionary.com opinion. Related Articles See more → →
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